
 
 

Decoy Deceiver #10016-5 
                                        
Thank you for purchasing the Decoy Deceiver. To see more Lucky Duck™ products please visit your local Sporting 
Goods dealer or online at www.luckyduck.com. 
 
The Decoy Deceiver was designed to add motion to your spread and bring your field decoys to life. This device fits most 
decoys on the market utilitzing a stake system. It is extremely effective when hunting ducks, geese, turkeys and predators 
on low wind days. Check your local laws concerning battery operated motion systems. 
 
Included Items:   
1 – Decoy Deceiver with ¼” stake cap  
1 – Round metal base with ¼ 20 threaded screw 
1 – Metal stake 
1 – ¾” Stake adapter cap 
 
Setup: 
Step 1: Remove the battery cover from the bottom of the Decoy Deceiver. Install 4AA taking note of the proper terminal 

location. The negative or flat part of the battery always goes against the coil spring. Install the battery cover. 
Step 2: Attach the Decoy Deceiver to the round metal base by fastening the ¼ 20 threaded screw on the bottom of the 

metal base to the threaded insert on the bottom of the decoy deceiver. It is important to aling the four concave 
feet with the cross bars on the metal base before tightening. 

Step 3: Install the stake as described in the “Stake Selection” section below. Install the decoy on the stake before 
inserting the stake into the Decoy Deceiver to avoid unnecessary pressure and damage to the Decoy 
Deceiver. 

Step 4: Turn the speed control dial clockwise to turn the decoy deceiver on. Adjust the speed depending on the weight of 
the decoy and the hunting conditions. The decoy deceiver does have a few second delay when first turned on. 

 
Stake Selection: 
Step 1:  If you are using the ¼” metal stake included with the Decoy Deceiver, insert the stake into the decoy and attach 

the bungee cord (if applicable). The stake has two hook locations to attach the decoy bungee cord depending on 
the size of the decoy.  Simply insert the stake into the top of the Decoy Deceiver and tighten the set screws 
evenly.  Install the decoy on the stake before inserting the stake into the Decoy Deceiver to avoid 
unnecessary pressure and damage to the Decoy Deceiver.   

Step 2: If you are using your stake that is larger than ¼” simply loosen and remove the set screws and remove the ¼” 
stake cap. Install the ¾” stake adapter cap taking note of the tab on the cap and the groove on the Decoy 
Deceiver to ensure the cap is aligned properly. Install the set screws far enough to attach the cap to the Decoy 
Deceiver. The set screws should turn easily. If you feel resistence when turning the set screws adjust the height 
of the cap to ensure the set screw is aligning with the threaded inserts on the Decoy Deceiver. Insert the stake 
into the Decoy Deceiver and tighten the set screws. Install the decoy on the stake before inserting the stake 
into the Decoy Deceiver to avoid unnecessary pressure and damage to the Decoy Deceiver.   

 
Lucky Duck™ warrants this product against all manufacturing defects for a period of 1 year from date of purchase. 
Proof of purchase is required. Abuse of the product (submerged in water, dropped, mistreatment etc.) is not 
covered.  Please return and exchange the defective unit to the store where you purchased the product. If the store 
will not accept the return, please call customer service at 715-338-3183. 
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